British reporter says 3rd World harasses press

Business Council draws leaders to luxurious meeting

LONDON (UPI) - A British journalist released from a soap jail Sunday "Third World"eharasses the press, both domestic and foreign, in the increase.

"We are simply not being permitted to work in this country," the corres pondent for the London Daily Telegraph said. Castro's regime had barred the correspondent from covering the world's current events.

"They are not allowing us to do our work," the correspondent said. "They have been closing down our office and not allowing us to publish anything.

"We are simply not being permitted to work in this country," the corres pondent for the London Daily Telegraph said. Castro's regime had barred the correspondent from covering the world's current events.

"They are not allowing us to do our work," the correspondent said. "They have been closing down our office and not allowing us to publish anything.

"They have been closing down our office and not allowing us to publish anything."
Women's Studies names chairwoman

By EVELYN ELMSON

Staff Writer

The University Senate, in a 9-2 vote, has designated Sarah Madden as the chairwoman for the Department of History. Madden is currently a professor at Rollins College in Winter Park, Florida.

The vote to appoint Madden as chairwoman was made during the regular meeting of the Senate on Wednesday. Madden will take over from current chairwoman, Prof.

Freezing to study cells

By TOM MAFF

A former associate professor at Bethany College, a new assistant professor with an emphasis on "grumpy" and "old college" research is expected to bring new life to the Department of Biology at the University. He is a 40-year-old man with a greying beard and mustache, and he is wearing a white lab coat and glasses. He is surrounded by beakers, test tubes, and other laboratory equipment.

Public interest satellite communication

By BILL JOHNSON

Student Producers Inc., a student group, is trying to find funding to begin a new national communication channel, called the Public Interest Satellite Network (PISN). The group was started last spring by Richard Whitworth, a 무엇인가요? student from a small college in Texas. The group's goal is to provide a national communication service for the public.

State calls union's insurance proposal impossible

By THERESA CHURCHILL

Staff Writer

UNIONS
— Although union representatives continued to dispute the difference in health and welfare insurance proposals, the state's offer of a 5,000-

State calls union's insurance proposal impossible

By THERESA CHURCHILL

Staff Writer

The University Senate has approved a proposal to charge students $50 per semester for health insurance, effective fall 1977. The state's proposal, which was accepted by the Senate, offers health insurance at a lower cost to students.

Correction

The Friday, May 13, 1977 issue of The Daily Iowan contained an error in the name of a committee member. The correct name is "The Committee of Seven."
Letters: nukes, rodeos, Perl, LMHL

Energy efficiency better than nukes

To the Editor:

In the last several years as increasing amounts of information has been offered that suggests that the use of nuclear power is not the answer to our energy problems, many people are beginning to question the wisdom of pushing for the development of new nuclear plants. Currently a major priority of the American energy policy is to keep our nuclear plants running. This, I believe, should be drastically slowed.

Now the big question is whether new nuclear plants can operate with a lower rate of pollution. It seems that by eliminating the emission of carbon dioxide, we will be able to prevent the formation of this gas into acidic precipitation and a number of other pollutants. If we can create a nuclear reactor that is capable of operating at a lower rate of pollution, then we should be able to proceed with the development of nuclear energy.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

(Efficiency for America's Future)

Nukes, rodeos, Perl, LMHL

Majority protest can end animal cruelty

To the Editor:

How does the silent majority feel toward animal cruelty? How should we respond? As a group with a history of political repression and a reputation for effective, sometimes violent, protest actions in support of its objectives for protection of national culture and of the place, on first acquaintance, looks so much like the United States, it seems important to voice our opposition to the killing of animals. We feel strongly that the animals should be treated with kindness and compassion.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

(Take Back Our Rights)

'Battle' bill is step in right direction

To the Editor:

The 'Battle' bill is a step in the right direction for the people of Iowa. This bill will help to prevent the cruel exploitation of animals. After reading the letter from Jesse King, I realized that the issue of animal cruelty is a serious one. It is important that we take action to ensure that animals are treated with kindness and compassion.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

(Take Back Our Rights)

Old St. Nick to be exposed?

To the Editor:

Many people assume that the holiday season is all about getting together with family and friends, enjoying good food, and exchanging gifts. However, I believe that we should also be aware of the darker side of this holiday tradition. For example, the tradition of Santa Claus may be used as a way to promote the exploitation of children.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

(Take Back Our Rights)

LMHL picks up another enemy

To the Editor:

When you think about it, it seems strange that we are picking up another enemy so soon after the last enemy we picked up. However, it is important that we stand up against any force that seeks to harm our community.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

(Take Back Our Rights)
Late Houston comeback jolts Sixer’s dreams

John Lucas, the Rocket's floor leader, said: "We didn't get into the game Sunday to spark the Chicago team's second machine."

Pennsylvania (UPI) - Rookie right-hander Mike Krukow hurled three hitless innings in the first game and the Houston Rockets rallied for a 97-96 victory over the Milwaukee Brewers at Milwaukee's County Stadium Sunday.

The victory was the second in a row for the Rockets, who took a 2-1 lead over the Brewers in their best-of-five Western Division series.

The Rockets will lead the Brewers into game six in the second round.

---
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